
2 спальная комната квартира продается в Fuengirola, Málaga

SOLD OUT A high quality, innovative and sustainable residential community tucked into a gentle green slope that
overlooks the Fuengirola coastline from a peaceful and secluded position. It is built around an exceptional quality of
life where residents are encouraged to lead healthier lives with an outstanding range of wellness facilities and services.
Beautifully styled contemporary apartments and sky villas, 21st century amenities, extensive green areas and a
panoramic overview of the Mediterranean sea is what sets this development apart.

Designed by world-renowned architects Broadway Malyan, the luxury 2, 3, 4 bed apartments and garden or sky villas
offer eco-friendly credentials and timeless style. The first 76 units are distributed over three and four floor
configurations, the properties are located in small, intimate buildings that combine privacy with a perfect orientation
and blend harmoniously into the beautiful surroundings.

Far more than just a property development, it is a master planned eco-friendly community with first-class
infrastructure and support services designed to offer a superior quality of life. The flowing design of the development
makes full use of the natural shape and gradient of the land, allowing for a high degree of privacy.

In addition, apartments and sky villas are laid out in small, intimate blocks of 5 to 7 properties each and surrounded
by carefully landscaped green areas to create a sense of peace and beauty around the homes. Inside, the apartments
offer natural light, elegant detailing and modern open-plan sophistication.

Designed by world-renowned architects Broadway Malyan, the luxury 2, 3, 4 bed apartments and garden or sky villas
offer eco-friendly credentials and timeless style. The first 76 units are distributed over three and four floor
configurations, the properties are located in small, intimate buildings that combine privacy with a perfect orientation
and blend harmoniously into the beautiful surroundings.
From €400,000
  2 спальни   2 ванные комнаты   87m² Размер сборки
  Бассейн   Air Conditioning   Fireplace
  Fitted Kitchen   Clinic - Within 5 minute drive   Hospital - Within 15 minute drive
  Pharmacy - Walking Distance   Bars & Restaurants - Walking

Distance
  Beach - Within 5 minute drive
  Park - Walking Distance

  Shops - Walking Distance   Bar   BBQ
  Garden - Communal   Garden - Private   Terraced Areas
  Garage - Underbuild   Private Parking   Road Parking
  Pool - Communal   Jacuzzi - Communal

400.000€

 Недвижимость продается 247 Casas
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